A Masterpiece of Simplicity
SMART kapp features

The dry-erase board reinvented

Sizing options
Available in 42” portrait or 84” landscape orientation

Get started right away
Put it up. Plug it in. Create. Installation is that easy with
no IT integration required.

Refined inking
Write and erase on the sleek, stain-free surface.

Real-time sharing
Up to 250 students can be invited to view content
from any browser, in real-time, whether they’re in the
classroom or not.

Easily distribute class notes
Save class notes as snapshots on a mobile device and
to your Evernote™, Google Drive™, Dropbox™ or other
storage accounts for easy distribution.

New 84” size
available for
pre-order!

Full data security
Protect your session with a PIN code. Shared lessons
and class notes are immediately deleted when you
disconnect your device.
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How it works
Imagine the possibility for your schools
Write with
a regular dryerase marker

Save class
notes as a PDF
or JPEG

Share content
in real-time with
students

In the classroom, SMART kapp enriches small group collaboration by
allowing students to naturally capture discussion notes and then digitally
share outcomes with the instructor or with the
broader class via student devices or front of
This combination of dry-erase
room display. Class notes can be shared in realboard and interactive learning app
time, saved and easily distributed after class, so
offers exciting possibilities.
students can focus on class discussion, rather
than copying notes.

“

To get started,
download the app

Go Premium
Upgrade to the premium app and unlock amazing
functionality, and get even more new features every
time they’re released.

The premium app includes:
Expanded live sharing

Static session link

Share content in real-time with up to 250
students simultaneously, by quickly and easily
inviting them to a session, so everyone can see
what’s on the board as it unfolds.

Get started right away by sharing a reusable link
before class begins, so everyone is logged in and
ready to go when it’s time to learn.

• Students in the room or anywhere in the world
can follow content in real-time on their devices
• Any student can download the sessions’
snapshots directly from their browsers

Secured live sharing
Add additional security and protect your
sharing sessions with a PIN code.
• Fully control who can access your live
sharing sessions
• Set the PIN from your mobile device and
change it at anytime

• Reuse the same link for every class
• Students can bookmark the link to easily log in

Watermark-free snapshots
Export your snapshots as watermark-free PDFs
and JPEGs
• Students can share the content they captured
during a lesson directly from their device with
little rework
• They can also export and drop that content into
documents to immediately share and discuss
with their peers

Chrissy Winske, Editor
K-12TechDecisions

But collaboration doesn’t only happen in the
classroom. Whether you’re discussing ideas in the faculty lounge, drawing
up plays in the gymnasium or doing a project in the library, SMART kapp
will enhance and modernise the experience.

“

Sync your
mobile device

